Greetings!

We have been so busy doing the Lord's work at Modern Manna, I finally got time to sit down and write this week's newsletter. Charmaine just finished her PCRM's Food for Life classes at Lodi.

You are invited to attend a fabulous health program with Danny and Charmaine Vierra in Babylon, NY. There will be a special PCRM Childrens Program.

MODERN MANNA GOES TO BABYLON
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Memorial Hospital, and we are now in the middle of our health and raw food classes at the Church of God Seventh-day in Lodi. We showed the BellaVita movie last Saturday night, and started the classes on Monday. The people are thrilled with the information and the tasty raw samples. Charmaine makes the best raw lasagna, raw pizza, and desserts.

On March 8-10, we will be going to Babylon, NY for a very special Health Weekend. In Babylon, we will show the BellaVita movie, give four health presentations, and hold raw food classes and lectures on Sunday from 1-5 PM. This weekend will be special because Charmaine will be teaching PCRM’s Food for Life Program for Children with the help of my son, Daniel. George Hope, who directed and edited the BellaVita movie, will be joining us to film the program in Babylon. He will be producing a new video on the Babylon weekend. Heidi Santiago has done a wonderful job organizing the meetings. And best of all--Admission is FREE.

Charmaine has been featured in the local newspaper for her Food for Life Program and her expertise in raw food preparation. Being a graduate of Living Light, the premier raw culinary school in the world, has brought much attention to my talented wife and her new “uncooking” skills. She is the executive chef at BellaVita Lifestyle Center and plans to start a raw food blog in the near future. We are also making plans to film a new TV series called Lifestyle for Excellent Health. Here is the recipe for you to try. The kale chips are raw and delicious!
Cheesy-smoked Kale Chips

2 large bunch curly kale
1 and a half to 2 cup cashews
1 cup water
Juice of 2 lemons
2 heaping spoonfuls of nutritional yeast
1 tablespoon smoked paprika
1 teaspoon Celtic Sea Salt

De-stem kale and tear in large pieces. Place cashews, water, lemon juice, nutritional yeast, smoked paprika and salt in blender. Process until smooth. Pour cheese mixture over the kale and coat evenly. Spread kale over Teflex sheets and dehydrate until crisp, approximately five to seven hours at 115 degrees.

Read the whole article on Charmaine here.

After the Babylon trip, we next go to Boston where I will be filming a new infomercial on cleansing and regeneration for television. As you recall, my last infomercial the Almighty Cleanse was a national blockbuster, and brought much attention to Modern Manna and the work we are doing. The Lord has given me insights for the new infomercial, and I will use the Bible and scripture to support the message. I love the way the Lord works to share the health message and the gospel to the world. We must be open to His leading at all times, and ready to share the truth to whomever He sends us.

I am also publishing a new booklet called Diet of the Most Simple Kind. Charles Lawson did an excellent job designing the cover. The 32-page booklet on health will be a great witnessing tool to give to people. It will teach them about the benefits of living foods, and the biophotons or electrical charge in a raw food program. The original diet in Eden is the diet we are going to enjoy for eternity, so why not get educated and enjoy the heavenly diet now? I will offer the booklets at a very low price in lots of 25
so you can give them to people free. The power-packed booklet also has a section on the dangers of eating unclean pigs that will gross out the reader so bad that he will never eat another bite of pork.

Then on April 6-9, we travel to Terra Bella, CA where I will give six presentations on Health Lessons from the Bible, and Charmaine will demonstrate raw and living food recipes. Then we go to Santa Clara and the Hispanic SDA Church to share the messages God has given us on health and the gospel. Please pray for us as we travel around the globe. We are planning to go to London this summer and New Zealand in the fall.

Mark your calendars for Modern Manna’s Health and Healing Crusade June 15-17. Dr. Robert O. Young, the author of The PH Miracle and his wife Shelley will be joining us as well as Charlotte Gerson, age 90! There will be raw and cooked meals, great music, free admission, free tent camping, and other fabulous speakers.

Make sure to watch the incredible BellaVita Premiere and the testimonies from those who came to see the movie in Monterey. Charmaine and I give a special message at the end.

VIDEO - BELLAVITA PREMIERE: THE RESULTS

REGISTER NOW FOR BABYLON, NEW YORK

God bless all of you,
Danny Vierra
BellaVita Lifestyle Center

10-Day BellaVita Program

HEALTH TIP OF THE WEEK

Remember the slogan “Milk Has Something for Everybody?” Some things it may have: Leukemia that causes cancer, xanthine oxidase that causes heart disease, bovine immunodefiency virus or cow AIDS, recombinant bovine growth hormone that causes cancer, estrogens that cause cancer, mad cow disease that causes death, mycobacterium paratuberculosis that may cause Crohn's Disease, casein that causes allergies, tumors to grow, juvenile diabetes, and
anemia, and blood and pus YUCK! No wonder the dairy industry was sued for the slogan "Everybody Needs Milk" and had to change it to "Milk Has Something for Everybody." Now you know the rest of the story.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These statements and the products of this company are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. For informational purposes only.

---

**Coming Events & Speaking Engagements -**

**Call 800-655-3228 for more information**

SUNDAY 5:30 PM (PST)
AMAZING FACTS TV
Adventures in Health
Every Sunday in 2011

February 4, 6, 9, 13, 16, 2012
Learn How To Be Well Series &
Raw Food Classes, BellaVita Movie
Church of God - Seventh Day
2100 Tienda Dr.
Lodi, CA
209.334.3868

March 9-11, 2012
136 Fire Island Ave
Babylon, NY 11702
631.774.8025

March 18-27
BellaVita Lifestyle Center 10-Day Detox
Lodi, CA
209.334.3868

April 13-15, 2012
Bible Explorations
Terra Bella, CA

April 20-22
Santa Clara Hispanic Church
Santa Clara, CA
The Lord is the Master Physician. The Bible says He is the One who "forgiveth all thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases." Ps.103:3

May 4-6
Grass Valley SDA Church
Grass Valley, CA

June 29 - 31
Vancouver SDA Church
Vancouver, WA

Coming Engagements and Programs:
Los Angeles, CA
Watsonville, CA
Santa Cruz, CA
Portland, OR
London, England
BellaVegan School of Raw Cuisine, Lodi, CA
Food For Life Nutrition Classes - PCRM
LIFEBEAT - Life-Enhancing Support for Women
Medical Missionary Training Weekend
Health and Healing Crusade 2012
R I S E N - Medical Missionary School
Lodi Grape Festival Grounds (Planning stages, TBA)

May 20-29
BellaVita Lifestyle Center 10-Day Detox
Lodi, CA
209.334.3868

BELLA VITA LIFESTYLE CENTER
March 18 - 27 Call 1-800-655-3228

Join Danny Vierra for the next therapeutic cleansing program at beautiful BellaVita. The unique 10-day session includes instruction in the 8 Laws of Health and Health Disciple Training Program.

Take a tour of BellaVita by clicking on the link below.
BellaVita Lifestyle Center

One Final Note

I would greatly appreciate your prayers. Time is short and Jesus is coming soon. The signs are all around us.
Please help Modern Manna reach the world with the health message and the gospel. Donations can be made online at [www.modernmanna](http://www.modernmanna) or just drop me a note at danny@modernmanna.org or call 1-800-655-3228. Perhaps we can encourage one another.

God bless you,
Danny Vierra
Modern Manna
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